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ABSTRACT
Hypermedia structured in terms of the higher-level intent of
its author can be adapted to a wider variety of final
presentations. Many multimedia systems encode such high-
level intent as constraints on either time, spatial layout or
navigation. Once specified, these constraints are translated
into specific presentations whose timelines, screen displays
and navigational structure satisfy these constraints. This
ensures that the desired spatial, temporal and navigation
properties are maintained no matter how the presentation is
adapted to varying circumstances.
Rhetorical structure defines author intent at a still higher
level. Authoring at this level requires that rhetorics can be
translated to final presentations that properly reflect them.
This paper explores how rhetorical structure can be
translated into constraints, which are then translated into
final presentations. This enables authoring in terms of
rhetorics and provides the assurance that the rhetorics will
remain properly conveyed in all presentation adaptation.
KEYWORDS:  Rhetor ics ,  const ra ints ,  presenta t ion
generation, meta-structure, authoring
INTRODUCTION
Historically, the human authoring process was mostly
expressed directly in terms of the final presentation. Hand-
copied and printed books acted as both data storage and
presentation. Hypertext and hypermedia systems are
emerging that provide authoring at levels of abstraction
higher than final presentation. Authors write specifications
at these higher levels, and lower-level presentations are
automatically generated that meet these specifications.
Examples include the use of CSS and XSL style sheets for
presenting HTML and XML documents.
The many types of presentation-independent authoring
abstractions include presentation constraints and rhetorical
structure. Constraints define the spatial, temporal and
navigation limits and relationships that a presentation must
have. Rhetorical structure represents the conceptual flow of
a document — how the user is led to understand it. This
paper argues that rhetorics are a higher level of abstraction
than constraints, and can be used to derive constraints, which
are then used to derive the presentation.
Presentation constraints are typically expressed in terms of
the timeline, screen layout, or navigation structure. In most
constraint systems, only certain aspects of the presentation
are adapted to satisfy each constraint.  Hypermedia
presentation structure can be said to consist of multiple
dimensions, including primarily space, time and navigation.
Current constraint systems typically satisfy constraints of
one dimension by generating presentation structure only of
that dimension. That is, they will translate spatial constraints
into spatial structure, temporal constraints into temporal
structure, and navigation constraints into navigation
structure. These systems do not provide inter-dimensional
constraints — that is, constraints that apply simultaneously
to multiple dimensions of presentation structure.
Rhetorics are another means of describing a presentation at a
higher level of abstraction [14]. Rhetorics represent the
conceptual flow along which a presentation progresses.
Rhetorics have been used for analyzing existing documents,
and as an instructive aid for writing new documents
[13][15].
This paper describes how a presentation’s rhetorical
structure can be used to derive the presentation’s constraints.
Once the constraints are generated, the presentation itself
can be automatically derived from these constraints. This
means the presentation itself can be encoded in terms of
rhetorical structure rather than in terms of less abstract
representations such as the presentation’s constraints or of
the final presentation itself.
This paper first presents background information on
automatic presentation generation. Next, it discusses
constraints, how they are processed, and what their
relationship is with a presentation’s structure. Then
rhetorical structure is described, as is the means of
generating presentation constraints from it. Finally, an
implementation of rhetorics and constraints processing for
hypermedia presentation generation is presented.
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PRESENTATION GENERATION
Abstraction of document presentation, such as that provided
by constraints and by rhetorics, provides several benefits.
One is that it removes much redundant encoding that the
author needs to perform. Another is that it makes the
authoring product  adaptable to  a  wider  variety of
presentation circumstances. Such abstraction also has the
effect of changing the authoring process, and the nature of
what is being written. It enables some parts of the human
authoring process to become automated. Other parts remain
non-computable, but become performed more efficiently by
humans in the context of what has become automatically
processed. Finally, such abstraction introduces new aspects
of the human authoring process that previously did not exist.
Much of the code that was previously written by humans is
now generated by machine. And what human authors
encode themselves is of a different nature than before.
Of course, presentations generated by machines will often
not have the aesthetics of presentations made by human
authors. However, generated presentations are still useful.
Some may simply be a quick means of providing selective
access to massive amounts of data, such as the pages
generated by Web search engines. These need primarily to
be understandable, and not necessarily aesthetically
appealing. Another use for such a generated presentation is
as a first draft, or rough sketch, for a human author. The
generated presentation can contain the basic information in
a basic presentation structure, and then a human author can
edit it into a more pleasing form. Here, the computer makes
the job of the human author easier, not unnecessary.
Several prevalent examples of generating useful, but not
necessarily pretty, presentations exist currently on the Web.
The presentation of HTML is adapted differently by
different browsers and different user preferences, and often
by different user CSS style sheets. However, the variation in
adapted presentation that CSS and browser distinctions
provide is small. For example, the specific content, the order
of its presentation and its navigational structure are fixed.
More variation is provided with HTML presentations that
are generated dynamically. Many commercial sites generate
presentations in response to filled-in HTML forms, but
these often simply repeat the information provided in the
form in a particular structure. News sites often generate
presentations from fixed sources based on varying user
profiles. These are typically generated from large document
information stores and programs that pull components from
them for inclusion in specific HTML presentations. But
while the content of each generated page varies, it consists
of different combinations of fixed components selected for
the user and positioned in fixed templates.
The most prevalent examples of generated HTML pages
come from Web search engines. Search engines routinely
process presentation-independent data into widely varying
final presentations. However, although the specific content
and the order of presentation can vary greatly with search
engines, the structure of presentation is simple and
unvarying. Also, the information conveyed is quite simple
in structure — typically a list of Web pages with short
excerpts.
The current status of presentation generation can be
improved upon by increasing the varying complexity of the
structure of the presentation and of the information
conveyed. The benefits of this include increased adaptation
to the user’s preferences, language, perceptive abilities and
previous knowledge. Constraints and rhetorics are two types
of structure that enable wide adaptation. Constraints allow
for more complex presentation structure that still adapts to
varying presentation circumstances. Rhetorics represent the
effect of the information conveyed, and thus understanding
their processing provides an important key for increasing its
complexity.
A consortium of researchers has developed a model for the
automatic generation of hypermedia presentations called the
Standard Reference Model for Intelligent Multimedia
Presentation Systems (SRM-IMMPSs) [4]. The SRM-
IMMPSs describes a general framework for producing final
presentations from presentation-independent specifications.
It is intended as a model for comparative discussion rather
than for implementation, making its application to
multimedia presentation generation similar to the Dexter
model’s application to hypertext [7].
PRESENTATION STRUCTURE AND CONSTRAINTS
This section provides a definition of presentation structure
and discusses how constraints on it can be specified and
processed. It introduces new types of constraints and
constraint resolution that are needed to help the translation
of rhetorics to constraints.
Presentation Structure
This paper treats presentation structure as consisting of
multiple dimensions, including primarily space, time and
links, as shown in Figure 1. Spatial structure defines the
layout of visual media items on the screen. Temporal
structure is the document timeline which represents when
media items are played (temporal issues at runtime, such as
those related to user interaction and network delays are
beyond the scope of this paper, see [8]). The linking
structure is how the user can navigate through the
presentation.
Each dimension of hypermedia presentation structure has, in
turn, its own sub-structure. Space has two dimensions
representing the layout of the screen display. Time has one
dimension, along which the playing of the media items is
scheduled. The linking structure of a document can be
represented as a directed graph, in which each node
represents a state of the presentation, and each edge
represents a user interaction that moves the presentation
from one state to the next. These static states are represented
by combinations of space and time structure. They represent
how the presentation will progress in the absence of user
interaction.
When the structure of the whole presentation is considered,
it consists of combinations of these dimensions, also shown
in Figure 1. Space and time can be combined into a three-
dimensional structure representing how a scene changes
during the progression of a passive presentation. Placing
media items along these three dimensions thus represents
how a presentation would progress without user interaction.
In a simple, scene-based hypermedia presentation, space/
time structures can be represented as nodes in a link graph.
Certain areas in the space-time of each scene represent areas
of the screen that can be clicked on during certain periods of
time to activate the traversal to another scene.
Constraint Processing
The details of presentation structure are often rendered from
constraints. That is, some constraints on what presentation
structure is allowed are set, and then a presentation structure
that matches these constraints is found. PREVISE is a
sys tem tha t  r e so lves  spa t i a l  cons t ra in t s  th rough
modifications to spatial structure [26]. An example of the
use of spatial constraints is shown in Figure 2. An example
of spatial constraint code is shown in Figure 3. The Madeus
system processes both temporal and spatial constraints, but
each type is resolved only with modifications to the
presentation structure of the corresponding type [12].
Desired linking structure has been represented with
hypertext metrics [5]. The EUCLID project explores the use
of spatial constraints in hypertext to maintain desired
patterns of user interaction, a conceptual equivalent of
linking constraints [23].
In addition to specifying direct relationships between pairs
of components, compositional structure has also been used
to specify constraints. The W3C multimedia standard SMIL
has several types of temporal constraints, including
sequential and parallel composites and synchronization
attributes [6][9].
Overflow and Compensation
With most current hypermedia constraint solvers, a
constraint on one dimension of presentation structure is
typically matched by considering variations of the structure
only along that same dimension. This section introduces
techniques with the constraints on one dimension of
hypermedia presentation structure can be resolved by
affecting not just that single dimension of the final
presentation, but affecting constructs from the other
dimensions as well. This process starts by considering the
presentation structure as a combination, or intersection, of
all the dimensions, and then seeking to meet the constraints
set by considering variations in the overall structure instead
of in just a single dimension.
To illustrate overflow and compensation, a running example
was developed that emulates an electronic program guide
(EPG) for movies broadcast on television. Specifically, this
work enables the user to query a simulated multimedia
database containing program guide information, and in
response to the query, automatically generate a hypermedia
presentation. An EPG screen display is shown in Figure 4.
To define spatial relations between objects, a set of specific-
to-general rules are defined. The rules are in the format:
Figure 1: The Hypermedia Presentation Structure of a) 
Space, b) Time, c) Links, d) Space and Time Combined 
and e) Space, Time and Links Combined
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Figure 2: Example of Spatial Constraints
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(Ensure that ImageA remains a rectangle)
ImageA.UL.X = ImageA.LL.X
ImageA.UR.X = ImageA.LR.X
ImageA.UL.Y = ImageA.UR.Y
ImageA.LL.Y = ImageA.LR.Y
(Ensure that ImageA maintains its width/height)
ImageA.UR.X - ImageA.UL.X = ImageA.Width
ImageA.LR.Y - ImageA.UR.Y = ImageA.Height
(Ensure that ImageA is left of ImageB)
ImageA.UR.X < ImageB.UL.X
ImageA.UR.Y = ImageB.UR.Y
(ImageA is being constrained to be left of ImageB, and A is 
constrained to remain rectangles and maintain their dimensions.)
Figure 3: Examples of Spatial Constraint Java Code
spatial_relation(MediaA, ConceptA, MediaB, ConceptB, Rhetoric, 
Position).
For example, a spatial relation stating that the image media
object of the movie concept is to be placed underneath the
title media object of the movie concept could be defined as
follows (using Prolog syntax, with ‘_’ as a wildcard
symbol):
spatial_relation(image, movie, title, movie, _, below).
However, the same relationship could also be defined on a
more generic level by relating the media objects and not the
concepts:
spatial_relation(image, _, title, _, _, below).
This states that images are to be placed underneath titles
regardless of which concept they belong to.
Figure 5 shows some code from this EPG that specifies
overflow and compensation. A sequence of items is to be
displayed in the hypermedia presentation. This means that
each item is placed within the spatial, temporal and
navigational structure of the presentation. 
The items are first to be positioned horizontally across the
page. Whenever this fails due to the horizontal page
boundary being crossed, a new row is allocated and the
initial sequence goal is recursively called with the
remaining items. Whenever the allocation of a new row fails
due to the vertical page boundary being crossed, a new page
is created and either temporally sequenced or linked from
the previous page. The initial sequence goal is once again
recursively called with the remaining items.
Overflow occurs when constraints cannot be meet using
only one type of presentation structure, and thus another
type of presentation structure must be used as well. In the
above example, the items that remain after a single screen
display is full are overflow resulting from using only spatial
structure to present all the items. 
Compensation is using other presentation structure types
when the needs of the presentation cannot be met by using
only one. Compensation is triggered by overflow. In this
example, temporal presentation structure is used if the
spatial structure alone is insufficient. That is, if all the items
cannot be placed in a single screen display, then they are put
in multiple screen displays that are shown one after the
other.
A time limit can also be placed on the duration of the full
presentation. Such a constraint is useful, for example, in
broadcast presentations with which schedules must be
adhered to. If the number of screen displays is so large that
the resulting presentation would exceed this time limit, then
the combination of spatial and temporal structure is not
enough to satisfy the constraints put on the presentation.
This is another case of overflow, and again compensation is
used. This time, the navigational structure is extended as
compensation. Links are added to guide the user to
particular screen displays instead of having the user
passively see all of them. These navigational links would
exist as a next, and possibly a previous, button, a menubar,
or both.
Intra-dimensional Constraints vs. Inter-dimensional 
Constraints
Considering compensation results in the distinction between
two types of constraints: intra-dimensional constraints and
inter-dimensional constraints. Intra-dimensional constraints
involve only one type of presentation structure. Each intra-
dimensional constraint defines a relationship among media
objects within a single dimension of space, time, or links
without crossing over or including other dimensions. For
example, a spatial constraint between two media objects
may not also include a temporal constraint within the same
specification. However, a single media object itself may
separately be involved in both a spatial and temporal
constraint. Examples of intra-dimensional constraints
include “left of”, which involves only spatial structure, and
“afterwards”, which involves only temporal structure. 
The set of intra-dimensional constraints for each type of
presentation structure is solved independently of the others.
Figure 4: An EPG Screen Display
Figure 5: Prolog Code for Generating Spatial, Temporal 
and Navigational Structure from Sequences
% sequence(+Concepts, -Scene)
% Apply a sequential ordering to the given concepts and
% return the result in Scene
sequence([Concept|Concepts], 
[SpatialConcept|RestofScene]) :-
        spatial_layout(Concept, SpatialConcept),        
        sequence(Concepts, RestofScene).
% spatial failed, try temporal
sequence([Concept|Concepts], 
[SpatialConcept|RestofScene]) :-
        temporal_layout(Concept, SpatialConcept),
        sequence(Concepts, RestofScene).
% temporal failed, try linking
sequence([Concept|Concepts], 
[LinkConcept|RestofScene]) :-
        link_layout(Concept, LinkConcept),
        sequence(Concepts, RestofScene).
For example, the solution to the set of spatial constraints
will have no impact on the solution to the set of temporal
constraints, and vice versa. Intra-dimensional constraints do
not result directly in compensation. The inability to meet
them, however, can cause overflow, which may in turn
trigger compensation.
Inter-dimensional constraints define how one type of
presentation structure can be altered to allow the meeting of
constraints involving another structure type. Inter-
dimensional constraints do result directly in compensation.
In the current example, an inter-dimensional constraint is
used to specify that a group of items is to be played on
multiple subsequent screen displays if they cannot all fit in
one. The overflow caused by the inability to meet intra-
dimensional constraints typically triggers the use of inter-
dimensional constraints. Compensation strategies are
composed of inter-dimensional constraints and their
relationships with intra-dimensional constraints.
Single-pass vs. Order-changing Compensation
The compensation strategy in the current example is simple
in that it is linear and one-directional. First only spatial
structure is used. When that fails, the temporal structure is
used. And when that fails, navigational structure is used.
Furthermore, the ordering of the placement of the items in
the spatial-temporal structure is fixed. That is, once the first
screen display is filled, the remaining items are never
candidates for placement in that screen. The list of items is
only passed through once and its order is not changed.
One example of a more complex compensation strategy is
illustrated in Figure 6. Here, overflow of the spatial layout
still results in temporal structure being used. However, the
placement of items in the different screen displays is
changed to have items of the same media type displayed
together. Images are displayed on one screen, and text
objects on another. The ordering of the items can be
changed to make the presentation look and work better. The
input list of items would be passed through multiple times
and its order effectively changed for its translation to the
f inal  presenta t ion s t ructure .  This  order-changing
compensation strategy is not appropriate when the input
order of the item list is significant to the user.
Compensation with Linear vs. Tree-shaped Navigation
Temporal progressions are by nature linear. The navigation
structures presented above for handling spatial overflow,
that of next and previous buttons and menubars, are also
linear. Another alternative when using link structure to
handle overflow is to provide tree-shaped instead of linear
navigation.  Tree-shaped navigation has been long
established in hypertext as more efficient than linear. The
primary example of tree-shaped navigation is the use of a
table of contents, with which sections are selected, and then
subsections within them can be selected.
Figure 4 provides a high-level navigational view of the
movies selected. The user can click on one movie in this
screen display to access another screen display showing
more information on that movie. If few enough movies are
to be shown, such a detailed screen display may be able to
show all movies at once. If overflow happens on this screen
display because too many movies are to be shown, a linear
navigational compensation could be used to keep the same
sc reen  d i sp l ay  w i th  nex t  bu t tons  o r  a  menuba r .
Alternatively, compensation with tree-shaped navigation
could be used to generate the display in Figure 4 with links
to more detailed screen displays.
RHETORICAL STRUCTURE AND CONSTRAINTS
Presentation constraints were just described as the
specification of hypermedia at a level of abstraction higher
than that of presentation. There are many other, higher types
of hypermedia abstraction as well. They can be used to
derive constraints, which in turn can be processed into final
presentations. Rhetorical structure is one such higher-level
abstraction. This section discusses the generation of
constraints from rhetorical structure. 
This mapping of rhetorics to constructs will be guided in
part by compensation strategies. The compensation
strategies introduced earlier in this paper make the mapping
of rhetorics to constraints more flexible. They allow a
presentation to adapt by altering structure in multiple
presentation dimensions and still convey the same rhetorics.
The processing of rhetorical structure into constraints and
its conceptual context within this paper are shown in Figure
7. As shown, rhetorical structure can be used in combination
Figure 6: Grouping of Similar Items in Same Temporal 
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Figure 7: Rhetorical Structure and Constraint Processing
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with other higher-level abstractions. This paper already
discussed how presentation constraints are processed into
final hypermedia presentations. It also discussed how
compensation strategies guide this process. This section
focuses on how rhetorical structure, as one abstraction
above constraints, can be processed into constraints.
Background on Rhetorics and Other Presentation 
Abstractions
The levels of presentation abstraction that are higher than
constraints represent the bases on which constraints are
automatically determined. They are equivalent to the
considerations human authors may make when defining
constraints for the presentations they desire, except that they
are modeled in a way that can be automatically processed,
either independently of or in conjunction with human
authoring. Defining a presentation in terms of higher levels
of abstraction enables more varied adaptation. It also gives
adaptation a better chance of staying consistent with the
author’s wishes — that is, it helps the inevitable degradation
that comes with adaptation be more graceful.
Rhetorics specify the conceptual  structure of how
information is conveyed. Figure 8 contains one established
list of rhetorical relations that has been developed for text
analysis [14]. It remains to be shown how well these
rhetorical structures apply to hypermedia as well as text.
This paper does not address this issue, but focuses instead
on how rhetorics in general can be used to generate
presentations.
Rhetorics, like any presentation-independent abstraction, do
not necessarily have a direct correlation with the spatial
layouts, timelines, navigational links or media content of the
presentations they describe. There can be many different
mappings between rhetorics and hypermedia presentation,
resulting in many different presentations for the same
source rhetorical structure.
The Textnet system provides link types that are often
rhetorical structures [22]. This conveys to the browsing user
what the rhetorical structure of the information is. In
contrast, this paper focuses not on what the structure is but
on how varied presentations can be generated from it.
Some research has s tudied generat ing mult imedia
explanations from rhetorical structure [2][15]. This research
focuses on explanation as both a particular type of rhetorical
structure and a particular presentation structure. The final
generated result of these projects’ rhetoric process was a
detailed presentation specification, not an adaptive
abstraction such as constraints.
The EUCLID project explores the generation of spatial
constraints from the structure of reasoned discourse [23].
Reasoned discourse could be considered a type of rhetorical
structure. Given this, EUCLID describes constraints from
rhetorics with a focus on spatial constraints and on the
rhetorics of reasoned discourse.
One type of presentation-independent representation used as
input for rendering hypermedia presentations is relational
grammars. Relational grammars define domain-specific
conceptual relationships between document objects. They
have been used as input for deriving spatial constraints of
final presentations [25].
The Fiets hypermedia application also explores the mapping
from abstract hypermedia representation to presentation
structure [18].  Fiets’  representation of the city of
Amsterdam and its history is represented in terms of time,
as years, space, as location, and with various types of
relationships. This sense of Amsterdam’s time, space and
links is contrasted with the time, space and links in the
structure of presentations about Amsterdam. For example,
the temporal structure of Amsterdam, its history, will not
necessarily map directly to the temporal structure of a
presentation, its timeline. Fiets demonstrates how the
structure of a document can be independent of the structure
of  i ts  presentat ion.  This  property al lows mult iple
presentations that vary widely to be generated from the
same document. A screen display of Fiets is shown in
Figure 9.
Figure 8: Some Established Rhetoric Relations [14]
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Figure 9: A Fiets Screen Display
Sequence
Sequence is a rhetorical structure consisting of an ordered
list [14]. It is arguably the most important and most
frequently used type of rhetorical structure. Typical
hypertext examples include narrative structures as discussed
in [24] and navigation structures such as guided tours and
Walden’s Paths [21]. Most documents consist of sequences
of described concepts, each of which is decomposed into
smaller sequences or other rhetorical structures.
The sequence rhetorical structure is processed in the EPG
application. Its use is illustrated in Figure 5. The abstract
concept of a sequence relation does not explicitly specify
how it must be realized in terms of presentation format. The
goals encoded in Figure 5 define how the rhetorical
construct of a sequence of items can be presented in terms
of spatial, temporal or navigational structure. One impact
that the specification of a rhetoric sequence would have on
the resulting constraints is that single-pass compensation
would be used, not order-changing compensation. This is
because the order of items in the sequence must be
maintained in the final presentation.
The sequence rhetorical structure is used in the Fiets
application. The higher-level abstractions such as year,
address and relation translate directly into sequences. A
rhetorical sequence can state that a collection of buildings is
to be presented in order of time or, alternatively, in order of
street address. Once such a sequence is established, it can be
mapped to the presentation structure with a focus on either
the spatial, temporal or navigational structure of the final
presentation. The Fiets presentation in order of address
shown with spatial structure is shown in Figure 9. This
would result in, in order, the display of multiple buildings in
left-right and top-down order on one screen, a temporal
sequence of screen displays that each show one building, or
the display of one building at a time with a navigational
menu for selecting another building to display.
Strict and Loose Sequences
One variation of rhetorical structure processed by Fiets is
that a sequence can be either strict or loose. A strict
sequence indicated that the items must be presented to the
user in the order given, with none skipped. A loose
sequence, on the other hand, indicates that it is only
necessary to indicate to the user that the order of the
sequence is important. With a loose sequence, the user has
the option to access the items in any order, but what the
ordering is will be conveyed.
For example, one Fiets compensation strategy starts with
spatial structure and then overflows to navigational
structure, showing one page of items at a time, and
providing links to other pages. A strict sequence rhetorical
structure would be translated into pages that have only a
“next” button for accessing other pages. With this, the user
can only access the pages in one order. A loose sequence
would be translated into pages with a menu bar along the
bottom. The menubar has buttons that each indicate and
provide access to another page. These buttons are displayed
in order, conveying the order of pages to the user, but the
user can select any button.
Nucleus-satellite Relations
Multi-nuclear rhetorical relations, such as sequence, are
lists of equally significant components. Thus, they translate
well to list-like presentation structures, as described above.
A nucleus-satellite relation, on the other hand, associates a
piece of knowledge — the nucleus — with a related, though
less important, piece of knowledge — the satellite. These
relations are conveyed best with non-list presentation
structures, including adjacency spatial relations and directed
binary navigational links. A list of multi-nuclear and
nucleus-satellite relations is shown in Figure 8.
Adjacency spatial relations convey nucleus-satellite
relations well by keeping the satellite concepts visually
associated with its nucleus. For example, a piece of text that
has a summary relation with an object may best be
presented below that object in the final presentation.
Translating summary relations as “below” spatial relations
will help ensure that this association is visually conveyed to
the user in a consistent manner.
Binary navigational links that start with a nucleus object can
provide the user with quick access to one or more of its
satellites. The information in such a satellite would be
considered not essential enough to be shown with the
nucleus object in the initial screen display, but significant
enough to be readily accessible. This decision may be made
in the context of a spatial layout overflow. When all the
information cannot be displayed on one screen display, a
compensation strategy using tree-shaped navigation would
be used, providing links to the less important information.
The satellites of certain relations would be assigned in the
rhetoric-to-constraint mapping as conveying such less
important information.
In the EPG application, each movie may be associated with
text making up its summary description by using a summary
rhetorical relation. Clicking on a movie image on an EPG
screen display like that shown on Figure 4 would bring up a
display showing that movie’s summary.
IMPLEMENTATION IN BERLAGE
The Berlage environment is a system for authoring and
generating hypermedia presentations. It is built in terms of
the SRM-IMMPSs [19].  Berlage was developed to
demonstrate  the generat ion of  presentat ions from
hypermedia meta-structure. With Mix’n’Match, the
encoding of how presentations are generated by Berlage
was broken up into exchangeable modules [17]. More
information about these earlier implementations of the
SRM-IMMPSs in Berlage can be obtained from the earlier
publications about them[17][20]. This section describes the
components of Berlage and of the SRM-IMMPSs that relate
to the translation of rhetorics into constraints.
The primary SRM-IMMPSs components related to
constraints and rhetorics are the design expert, the design
layer and the realization layer. The design expert stores and
provides access to specifications for how various aspects of
design, including how rhetorics are translated into
constraints, are mapped. The design layer processes design
specifications, including those for rhetorics, into constraints.
The realization layer processes these constraints into
specific mono-medium formats and multimedia formats.
Application Expert
The application expert in the SRM-IMMPSs supplies data
relevant to a particular media format or a particular
conceptual domain. The EPG relies on a class-instance
hierarchy to define a small ontology relevant to the EPG
domain, as shown in Figure 10. This ontology is extensible,
making the addition of new concepts, attributes, and
relations trivial, and the mechanism for searching and
retrieving their values already defined. For each class in the
ontology, a set of class attributes (in the form of name-value
pairs) can be attached. Example class attributes are width,
height, border, and rhetorical relation to another type. By
default, each type inherits the attributes defined for its
parent, but the value of an inherited attribute can be
overridden by re-defining the same attribute for itself. 
Each relational attribute of the movie database is an instance
of a class listed in Figure 10. Each instance may also have a
set of instance attributes attached that override the class
attributes. When an instance attribute value is requested, the
value of the first matching attribute starting from the current
instance and moving up its class hierarchy is retrieved.
Control Layer
In the SRM-IMMPSs, a goal for the presentation is
presented to the control layer. The control layer then
processes these goals into sub-goals and communicates
them to the content layer. In the Fiets application, there is no
focussed goal entered into the control layer. The stored
document and the initial settings of the experts, which
define the mapping from storage to presentation, are used to
provide a default presentation to the user. The EPG
application, on the other hand, has as its input a goal. This
goal consists of a query entered by the user specifying what
programs should be listed in the presentation.
Content Layer
The content layer is responsible for selecting the appropriate
media content that meets the information needs of the
specified presentation goal. The selection process is non-
trivial and must rely on extensive domain knowledge in
order for the correct content to be selected. This domain
knowledge is provided in part by the application expert.
When the content is originally stored in the application
expert, semantic information must be attached describing
the content items and the relationships between them.
Ultimately, the goal is to define semantic information
germane to the current domain, but general enough so that
the knowledge base does not become a collection of pre-
defined presentations.
In the present system, the content layer relies on the simple
concept of a slice, which is adopted from the RMM
methodology [11], for semantic information. A slice
represents a subset of the attributes of a single relation. Two
slices are defined for each table: the primary and secondary
slice. When the content layer receives the result of the goal
query from the control layer, the set of slices represented by
the attributes is retrieved. The query result is then
augmented with the additional attribute members of each
slice. This result is then passed on to the design layer.
Design Expert
The design expert in the SRM-IMMPSs stores and provides
access to different design specifications. Here, a design
specification corresponds with the term “stylesheet” used in
XML processing. A design could be made by a human
designer who is not the document author. Ideally, one design
can apply to multiple types of documents, and each
document can be rendered with multiple designs.
For example, a multimedia presentation on a particular topic
c o u l d  b e  g e n e r a t e d  w i t h  a  “ B B C  l o o k ”  d e s i g n .
Alternatively, the same topic and information could be
p r e s e n t e d  w i t h  a n  “ M T V  l o o k . ”  B o t h  w o u l d  b e
presentations of the same document, with the same topic
and information, and perhaps the same media content. The
“BBC look” and “MTV look” would correspond with
different design specifications provided by the design
expert.
In Berlage, specifying the translation of rhetorics to
constraints is an aspect of design. This mapping is stored in
and provided by the design expert. A rhetoric design expert
has been added to Berlage as a component of the design
expert. This allows rhetorical structure processing to be
specified separately from other aspects of design, such as
font type and visual object color. It is left for future work to
explore the ramifications of this distinction.
Design Layer
The design layer in the SRM-IMMPSs is responsible for
media generation and overall layout of the media content. It
makes the conceptual content fit a given design for how its
presentation should look and feel. A general description of
how the presentation should progress, specified at least in
part by a rhetorical structure, is provided by the content
layer. The design is provided by the design expert.
One aspect of design is how rhetorics are translated to
constraints. This translation process, described earlier in this
paper, occurs in the design layer. The design layer’s output
is a set of constraints passed to the realization layer for
processing into the final presentation.
Object
Label
TitleDescription
Image
Video Primary Secondary
Slice
Figure 10: An Ontology for the EPG Domain
The constraints passed from the design to the realization
layer currently include both intra-dimensional and inter-
dimensional constraints. It has not been fully determined
whether inter-dimensional constraints are final presentation
specification and not design or higher-level presentation
abstraction. Future versions of Berlage may thus process
inter-dimensional constraints in the design layer and pass
only intra-dimensional constraints to the realization layer.
Realization Layer
The realization layer in the SRM-IMMPSs is responsible for
creating concrete media objects as well as resolving their
spatial, temporal, and linking constraints. The realization
layer takes format-independent presentation details from the
design layer and generates the presentation in a particular
format. The design layer communicates the media objects
along with their constraints to the realization layer through a
des ign plan .  The goal  of  the  des ign plan  i s  to  be
comprehensive enough to capture all of the necessary
constraints within the EPG domain, yet be flexible enough
to accommodate future requirements. The design plan is
represented as an XML document.
To realize the design plan, the realization layer first parses
the XML document instance and creates an in-memory
representation of the document tree. The layer then
separates the different types of relationships such as spatial,
temporal, and link relationships. Once separated, both the
temporal and spatial constraints are transformed into
numerical constraints and subsequently solved using the
constraint solver. Links are further processed for quick
retrieval during output generation. The solutions from the
solver are then passed to the SMIL generator, which maps
the elements, attributes, and relationships from the design
plan to corresponding SMIL constructs. This entire process
is depicted in Figure 11.
IBM’s Java alphaWorks XML package [10] is used to parse
the XML document and manipulate the document tree
through i ts  DOM implementat ion.  The Cassowary
hierarchical constraint solver was developed as an
improvement in performance to the DeltaBlue system [3].
The set of specified constraints are then solved using a
modified Simplex algorithm. The realization layer
transforms each spatial and temporal constraint into one or
more linear equalities and/or inequalities and then passes
them to Cassowary. The SMIL presentations generated were
played using the GRiNS SMIL player [16].
SUMMARY
This paper introduces inter-dimensional constraint
compensation,  which extends this processing with
constraints that apply to spatial, temporal and navigational
layout simultaneously. It also discusses mappings for
translating rhetorical structure into presentation constraints
that help ensure that the author’s wishes in terms of
rhetorics will be meet. The Fiets and EPG applications
demonstrated the effectiveness of compensation and
rhetoric-to-constraint processing in a small scale for
focussed domains. They also provided the first steps for
increasing the complexity of compensation and rhetoric-to-
constraint translation for hypermedia. Extensions were
made to the SRM-IMMPSs-based Berlage hypermedia
presentation generation environment to exercise the ideas
discussed in this paper, both in terms of process modeling
and final implementability.
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